
This presentation asks why the military-industrial complex known as Bergkristall (which drew on
slave labor from KZ Gusen II to construct the tunnels and the ME 262 jet) continues to be left off
maps or diminished in narratives about the Holocaust, German air-armament construction, and
World War II. 13000 humans were murdered there, many of them Polish and Hungarian Jews. An
examination of recent German, Austrian, and American academic and public histories reveals the
persistence of nationalist narratives that have allowed the history of the Holocaust in Austria to be
presented as “un-knowable,” enabling the absence of this important air armament complex and
extermination-by-labor site from the historical record.

As a result of low wages and the lack of recognition of music as a viable profession, classically
trained musicians in La Paz, Bolivia, have pursued alternative way to maintain financial stability.
Many Paceño musicians have worked in other fields to subsidize their music-making or pursued
music careers through the performance of a variety of musics and settings. In this presentation,
I explore the complex mixture of artistic and economic incentives in the career choices of
Paceño musicians through an ethnographic study. 

This presentation highlights the participation of newly arrived and unaccompanied children from Syria
and Afghanistan in Sweden’s historically democratic kulturskola programs. Drawing upon nearly twelve
months ethnographic fieldwork at the kulturskola in Simrishamn, Sweden, I investigate how these
institutions feed into these young people’s post-migration experiences, as well as how music-and-arts
programs can be better situated to respond to the needs of young refugees adapting to new
sociocultural environments. The discussion focuses on musical examples and encounters from
Simrishamn’s program, with particular attention given to participants’ perspectives of their
participation, curricular considerations, and the community networks that create and sustain these
spaces of musical and artistic encounter.
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Cyanobacterial mat proliferation on coral reefs poses an immediate and catastrophic threat to overall
reef health. Existing biotic controls to prevent or minimize the effects of cyanobacterial blooms
remain unexplored, yet could inform innovative management strategies to effectively control this
ever-growing threat to impacted coastal ecosystems and economies worldwide. In this talk, I will
discuss the novel biotic controls of cyanobacterial mats that I have discovered from metagenomic
sequencing as well as across numerous dives on the reefs surrounding Bonaire, Dutch Caribbean. I
will conclude with a discussion of how these controls individually and interactively may be exploited
by reef managers to reinstate natural mat predation regimes and effectively control mat proliferation.


